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Beyond Hungerdome


Players:

Scot: Ty, Cyborg Soldier

Danielle: Tobi, G-Mod Con Artist

Erick: Sebastian 387G55, Bioroid


Location: Miguel Hidalgo Arcology, New Angeles


Time: 26 August 2180, mid-morning

Arcology food shortage has caused the Rose Cantina to close. Alejandro has to lay off Ty 

Wren, Kong, and Yolanda. 

PCs ask Alejandro what they can do to help. Alejandro can arrange a delivery of food from 

his distributor, Netcisco, but only if someone can provide security. Alejandro will pay 3,000 Cr 
to the group that can get the food shipment through the Salamandras interference and 
embargo.


Tobi calls Tinnothy of Las Naufragos and asks to borrow a few vehicles. Ty says to get 
motorcycles, and Las Nafraugos has a couple of hopperbikes they will loan to Tobit and his 
friends.


Ty calls Kong, and Kong agrees to come along to provide muscle.

In the arcology’s old underground parking garage on sub-level 01, the PCs meet Tinnothy. 

Tinnothy is handling the results of a failed attempt to end the Salamandras embargo. Several 
Las Nafraugos are injured, and Maris José has lost her right arm below the elbow (it was cut off 
by an Asian man fighting with an incredibly sharp samurai sword).


Sebastian treats the LF wounded while the others make plans to escort Alejandro’s order 
from the distribution center.


Location: Netcysco Food Distribution Center, New Angeles

Time: 26 August 2180, late afternoon.

PCs meet “Sam,” the manager of the loading docks at the Netcisco Distribution Center. 

She introduces them to the truck’s driver, Gareth, and the shotgun-seat security guard, Tandra.

They leave without incident. The two hopperbikes weave between traffic to take up an orbit 

around the truck.


Location: New Angeles highways

Time: 26 August 2180, nearing sunset

In the trash heaps east of Chakana District, four goons in black leathers and motorcycle 

helmets with opaque faceplates dive on the PC’s convoy and attack with pistols and katanas. 
The bike Kong and Tobi are riding on crashes. Kong and Tobi are only moderately hurt.


After the high-speed road fight, the PCs dispatch all the attackers.

The attackers’ bodies show Yakuza tattoos. Why are the Yakuza aiding the Salamandras in 

cutting off Miguel Hidalgo’s food?

The convoy returned to Miguel Hidalgo Arcology with the food truck.

Alejandro pays them for their efforts and at least one food truck arrived at the arcology. 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Notes:

Another detailed GM designed adventure derailed! :-)


20 XP


Next game: 30 Sep 2020, 18:30.


